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1.   Progress in information sharing and the next
paradigm

1.1   From telecommunication to information
communication and on to information shar-
ing

In recent years, NTT has announced a series of
research and development visions. In 1996, we
reviewed the transition from telecommunications to
information communications and foresaw the further
transition to information sharing (Fig. 1). The con-
cept of information sharing represents the mechanism
of connecting people to information in order to sup-
port economic and social activities over a network.
Later, in 1998, we proposed the idea that the overall
information sharing platform will consist of four lay-
ers: terminals, network, platform, and applications.
Our current R&D into the next-generation network
(NGN) is based on this idea. In November 2000, we
predicted that the expansion of a ubiquitous broad-
band network would allow virtual and real worlds to
converge, leading to a society in which information
becomes part of the environment. We chose the term
“informative ambience” to describe this (Fig. 2). Our
prediction of the emergence of applications in which
virtual and real worlds converge assumes the wide-
spread use of always-on connections. Today, the word
“ubiquitous” appears in the government’s policy, but
at the time of our prediction it was not well under-
stood, and it was not well recognized either techni-

cally or socially.

1.2   Progress in information sharing
Let us review the dramatic progress in information

sharing and look forward to its future from four per-
spectives: the availability of real information in digi-
tal form, the execution of economic activities in a vir-
tual manner, the rapid increase in posting of informa-
tion by individuals, and the penetration of high-defi-
nition and highly realistic presentations.

(1) Availability of real information in digital form
The growth in digital content is driving information

sharing over networks (Fig. 3). The Digital Content
White Paper 2006 by the Digital Content Association
of Japan estimated that the size of the market in 2006
for digital content, such as documents, videos, music,
photos, and games, would be 2.9 trillion yen. More
than one-third of this amount is derived from content
circulated over the network. This also reflects the cur-
rent trend of the availability of real-world informa-
tion (in digital form) about persons, products, and the
environment, which is provided by systems that col-
lect data using sensors, RFID (radio frequency iden-
tification) tags, or remote cameras. This trend is
accelerating, and today a caring service has begun to
be provided using history data, such as lifelogs.

(2) Execution of economic activities in a virtual
manner

More and more economic activities are being per-
formed in a virtual manner. Some examples are elec-
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tronic transactions and electronic money. Today, fre-
quent flier miles and reward points from supermar-
kets can be used almost like real money. According to
a survey by Nomura Research Institute, the total
value of such reward points issued by businesses
amounts to 500 billion yen per annum. Another sur-
vey by Yano Research Institute says that the size of
the affiliate advertising market reached 30 billion yen
in 2005. As indicated by this example of individuals
earning money as blog (web log) affiliates, business
opportunities are expanding in the virtual world.
Markets have emerged for converting virtual money
issued in online games such as Second Life, which is
gaining popularity in the USA, to real money.

(3) Rapid increase in posting of information by
individuals

With it becoming easy for individuals to publish
information, the posting of information by individu-
als has increased dramatically, and this is increasing-
ly influencing society and the economy. Typical com-
munication means used for such dissemination of
information are social network services (SNSs) and
blogs. According to a survey by the Ministry of Inter-
nal Affairs and Communications, the numbers of
SNS users and bloggers had reached 7.16 and 8.68
million, respectively, in March 2006. The trend of
content being produced skillfully by lay persons and
becoming available globally is accelerating, as indi-
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cated by the extreme popularity of video sharing
services, such as YouTube and ClipLife which is
being provided as a trial service by NTT.

(4) Penetration of high-definition and highly
realistic presentations

As high-definition video penetrates the market
for home appliances, media quality is improving
dramatically, providing a high sense of reality.
Last year, more than a quarter of TVs sold in the
37-inch and over or large flat-screen TV market
were full-high-definition TVs according to Gfk
Marketing Services Japan. Even home cam-
corders supporting full high-definition have
begun to appear on the market. In addition, ser-
vices that engage all five of our senses, such as
ones that produce scent, are gradually emerging.

While various changes are taking place in the
world of information sharing, as described
above, they are resulting in some new adverse
effects. Some complaints are that there is too
much information, there is a mixture of wheat
and chaff in the quality of information, and it is
becoming difficult to exchange information in a
natural manner. These criticisms imply that we
are facing the problem that, while the informa-
tion environment surrounding people and enter-
prises is becoming richer, people are finding it
more difficult to use the environment appropri-
ately and in a manner that meets their needs.

1.3   ICT to enable the full use of
information (from informa-
tion sharing to the sharing of
contextualized knowledge)

Recognizing the problem dis-
cussed above, NTT has identified
the technologies needed to make
information and communications
technology (ICT) a tool for enabling
the full use of information (Fig. 4).

First, we think that one of the
important technologies needed to
deal with the huge quantity of infor-
mation is data accumulation tech-
nology. Specifically, we need tech-
nology for collecting data in differ-
ent formats, for adding indexes to the data and its
attributes indicating where and when it was collected,
for assisting in data discrimination, and for structur-
ing and storing data. We also need integrated data
management technology to manage various types of
stored and structured data semi-permanently in an

integrated manner so that it can be readily used by
services.

Important technologies for dealing with the quality
of information include knowledge extraction and cre-
ation technology—specifically technology for
extracting useful knowledge from a large mixture of
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Fig. 4.   ICT to enable full use of information.
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wheat and chaff, integrating multiple items of knowl-
edge to create new knowledge, and using the knowl-
edge to make forecasts. Another important technolo-
gy is media understanding technology for analyzing
and understanding the meaning of various pieces of
data and creating profiles by extracting the user’s
context. Here, context means the situation in which
the user is using a service and his or her preferences
and sense of value, etc. The third is search and navi-
gation technology for finding and presenting the
knowledge best suited to the user’s context. 

Technologies for enhancing naturalness include
media presentation technology for presenting video
and sound in high definition with a high sense of real-
ity. Another is interface technology for providing ter-
minals that are easy and intuitive to operate and are
adapted to human senses. The third is communication
design technology for providing a
natural ICT interactive environment
adapted to the particular context.

NTT R&D will pursue these tech-
nologies by characterizing technolo-
gies to deal with quantity as ubiqui-
tous data management, technologies
to enhance quality as media comput-
ing, and technologies to enhance
naturalness as natural interaction.
We will strive to develop ICT ser-
vices that draw on all these three
types of technologies and provide
useful information to users in a natu-
rally interactive and timely manner.
To indicate this direction of NTT’s
R&D, we have announced a new
R&D vision called the “sharing of
contextualized knowledge”. This
supersedes and enhances the previ-
ous concept of information sharing.
The R&D into ubiquitous data man-
agement, media computing, and nat-
ural interaction is driven by the aim
of bringing about the technological
innovation needed to provide ser-
vices for the sharing of contextual-
ized knowledge, which is knowledge
that leads to optimal action accord-
ing to context (Fig. 5).

2.   Innovation in service implementation
technology 

2.1   Examples of future services
Although we do not currently have any killer appli-

cations or business models of proven feasibility that
could implement the sharing of contextualized
knowledge, we will drive our R&D forward with spe-
cific service ideas, such as those described below.

The technology inheritance service using the five
senses (Fig. 6) collects and manages multimodal data
in real time, for example, about how a person’s fin-
gers move and apply force during the repair of a
watch (ubiquitous data management). The service
extracts the characteristics of the delicate actions of
the expert from video and sensor data and turns them
into knowledge or technical know-how, which can be

s
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Fig. 5.   From information sharing to the sharing of contextualized
knowledge.
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Fig. 6.   Technology inheritance service using five senses.
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shared (media computing). The service reproduces
intuitive five-sense information, such as the expert’s
visual scope and focus and the delicate application of
force, for a number of apprentices via special displays
and gloves (natural interaction).

Other conceivable service examples include a
health coaching agent service, which provides dietary
knowledge most suitable for a user’s health by mak-
ing use of essential data regarding his/her daily exer-
cises and eating habits, and a crime prevention and
tracing service, which identifies suspicious unattend-
ed objects or situations that might lead to potential
crimes, or traces suspects by using a large volume of
data collected by cameras and sensors scattered
throughout an area. 

2.2   Specific technologies being pursued
Let me introduce some examples of technologies

being developed for future services.
Memory Retriever is a human behavior profiling

technology (Fig. 7). You can try this out on the goo
Labs website (http://labs.goo.ne.jp/). It collects and
stores the history of actions on your personal com-
puter (PC) when you are browsing the Web and
searches for and reproduces the situation that
occurred in the previous browsing session. The objec-
tive is to help you remember what you did before.
Through this profiling of past actions and thought
patterns, it extracts information that is useful to you
from the rapidly expanding Web.

Buru-Navi is a force-feedback haptic interface
using the characteristics of human perception (Fig.
8). Humans perceive high acceleration as being much
higher than it really is, while they perceive low accel-

eration as being much lower than it really is. There-
fore, if you hold a machine that produces greater
acceleration in the forward direction than in the back-
ward direction, you feel as if you are being pulled. If
such a device can be made small enough to be incor-
porated into a mobile phone equipped with GPS
(global positioning system), then the phone will
seemingly be able to tug you in a certain direction.
This haptic interface could indicate to a blind person,
for example, the direction that he/she should take. 

The s-room is designed to assist users to understand
real-world events and their conversion into content
(Fig. 9). Sensors (for acceleration along three axes,
direction along two axes, temperature, luminance,
etc.) are attached to various objects, and the system
collects and analyzes data from these sensors in order
to understand the content of real-world events. It
enables the user to carry out searches interactively
using spoken language. For example, if a sensor
attached to a flower vase detects a certain accelera-
tion, the system determines that the vase has fallen
and records the event. Another event “Taro stood up
and left the room” is recorded by sensors detecting
Taro’s identity via his ID tag and the movement of the
door. When asked “Who broke the vase?” the infer-
ence engine infers the answer from the recorded
information and replies “Taro may have broken the
vase.” This mechanism has been verified in experi-
ments.

A prerequisite for natural interaction is a clear
video image. One issue in enhancing video quality is
video coding technology that supports efficient stor-
age and transmission. NTT has a long history of
studying video coding. For example, the MPEG-2

Conventional desktop searching tool Memory Retriever

・Helps you remember what you did when browsing the Web before.
・Extracts information that is useful to you by your profiling past actions.

・Search result shows an
    isolated webpage.
・Searching is based on 
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・Search result shows the sequence of browsed webpages
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finding webpages that you thought were important.
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Fig. 7.   Human behavior profiling technology: Memory Retriever.
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chip that we have developed and the H.264 chip that
is being used in our NGN trial are highly regarded by
video technology experts. We will vigorously pursue
higher definition, compression, and functionality in
video coding.  

3.   Innovation in network technology

3.1   Directions in which the communications net-
work is developing

So far, I have introduced some services that we
have been studying based on our view that informa-
tion sharing will further evolve to the sharing of con-
textualized knowledge. The underlying foundation
for such services is the network that connects the vir-
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phone) guides the user by seeming to pull
his hand in the appropriate direction..

Crank slider mechanisms that produce asymmetric
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A mobile phone that seems to tug you in the direction you should.

High acceleration is perceived as
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acceleration is perceived as smaller.
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Constant
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Fig. 8.   Force-feedback haptic interface using characteristics of human perception: Buru-Navi.
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tual and real worlds. We expect network technology
to develop in three directions (Fig. 10).

(1) Pursuit of broadband performance
As video delivery and other video communications

services increase, we will need a network that can
support a traffic demand in the petabit/s range (1015

bit/s).
(2) Pursuit of ubiquitous performances
It is important to study how to install sensors and

RFID readers in our environment and how to connect
a large number of such terminals to the network.

(3) Pursuit of agility
This idea is common to both the broadband and

ubiquitous aspects of the network. Here, agility
means the ability to give prompt responses and pro-
vide realtime control of information communication
services and the ability to incorporate new capabili-
ties required by new services into the network imme-
diately. It also means the ability to make network
functions support the virtual world in connection with
the sharing of contextualized knowledge. In addition,
we see it as essential to pursue high availability, high
reliability, and high security as the communications
network becomes a critical social infrastructure.

3.2   Backbone network that can economically
handle traffic demands in the petabit/s range

One issue concerning the broadband network is the
need to increase the volume of information that can
be carried on a single optical fiber. We expect a trans-
mission rate of 10 Tbit/s on a single optical fiber to be
available on a commercial basis in about ten years
time, and we hope to achieve optical transmission
over 3000 km without requiring conversion into elec-
trical signals (Fig. 11). We will also need nodes that

can handle the greater processing that will result from
this higher volume of traffic while consuming less
energy. Although it may be difficult to develop such
an optical router within ten years, we hope to be able
to implement optical forwarding. We also hope to
develop the large optical cross-connect that will be
needed to handle the larger traffic volume by utilizing
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technolo-
gy. NTT has been vigorously pursuing an all-optical
network. As we look ahead 20 to 30 years from now,
we will continue to follow this path towards an all-
optical network.

3.3   Current activities 
We have already demonstrated an optical transmis-

sion rate of 14 Tbit/s on a single optical fiber (Fig.
12). This is sufficient to transmit 140 high-definition
movies in one second. It was achieved by (1) increas-
ing the number of optical wavelengths multiplexed on
a single fiber, (2) introducing a signal modulation
method that we originally developed for wireless
transmission, and (3) producing electronic devices
that operate at a high speed. To increase the number
of optical wavelengths multiplexed on a single fiber,
we increased the gain-bandwidth of the optical
amplifier. This increased the usable wavelength
bandwidth on a fiber by 1.7 times. Although this per-
formance of 14 Tbit/s has been successfully verified
in laboratory experiments, it may take some time
before it can be introduced on a commercial basis.

One step towards the dream of optical integrated
circuits is photonic crystal technology (Fig. 13). To
be able to build an all-optical network, we need to
develop optical memories and optical integrated cir-
cui ts  (ICs) .  This  is  being pursued by many
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Fig. 10.   Directions in which the communications network is developing.
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researchers in the world. We have succeeded in trap-
ping light by building a resonator within a photonic
crystal. We have successfully stored light for one
nanosecond, which we consider to be one of the best
accomplishments in the world.

Figure 14 shows an active RFID tag, which is need-
ed to provide ubiquitous services. It is about the size
of three large coins (500 yen coins) and uses so little
power that it can operate continuously (intermittent
operation) for up to ten years on a small battery. Such
active RFID tags can be used in a wide range of appli-

cations. We are currently conducting a field trial in
which active RFID tags are used to trace the move-
ments of containers in a physical distribution system.
We have developed wireless access, modulation/
demodulation, and coding methods. Signal reliability
has been enhanced to reduce the number of signal
transmissions and consequently power consumption.
The time needed for signal transmission has also been
reduced. 

In my discussion of agility, I indicated the impor-
tance of the convergence of the virtual and real

Technologies
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Technologies 
(2) and (3)
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          (3) developed high-speed electronic devices that operate at 111 Gbit/s
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worlds. In the virtual world, there are many compo-
nents: Internet-derived components, such as items of
content and websites, and enterprise-derived compo-
nents within enterprises, and new applications are
created by combining these components. In this con-
text, the service oriented architecture (SOA) is being
widely discussed today. NTT is considering the idea
of defining network functions and information as
components and incorporating them into this mecha-
nism (Fig. 15). We will allow information about the
network running in the real world to be accessed and
controlled from the outside through wrappers.
Although this mechanism is easy to understand with-
in the context of the convergence of the virtual and

real worlds, there are social and political issues, such
as open networking. Discussions from a wide range
of perspectives will be necessary before this mecha-
nism can actually be implemented. 

3.4   R&D for the NGN
The key concepts for our NGN can be expressed by

two key words: open and collaboration. The NGN is
the critical infrastructure for creating next-generation
services that operate in the context of the virtual and
real worlds. We consider the provision of an open
server-network interface (SNI) to be the first step
towards the convergence of the virtual and real
worlds. We believe that this mechanism will encour-

age the sharing of knowledge and wis-
dom with our partner companies and
will push forward our efforts to create
new services and added value. Discus-
sions with application developers are
essential in order to determine how net-
work functions should be presented to
them. We hope such discussions will
lead to an improved SNI.

4.   Towards a communication future
focused on people and the earth

I have discussed the future directions
of our R&D activities. These should not
result in an increase in the load on the
environment. On the contrary, ICT
should help to reduce the environmental

・Collect shipments
    from different
    countries
・Process/assemble
・Ship to different
    countries

Movement of tag
(Collects sensor data along
with location information)

Concept of using RFID tags in
physical distribution

Active RFID tag that can operate for up to 10 years from a small battery. 

Active wireless tag

Fig. 14.   Active RFID, which enables ubiquitous services.
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load. The NTT R&D Forum 2007 introduced tech-
nologies being investigated by NTT Laboratories
through special speeches and workshops with one of
the sub-themes being contributing to the achievement
of a safe, secure, and sustainable society. NTT aims
to develop the sharing of contextualized knowledge,

woven from the experiences of independent individu-
als, and is undertaking technical innovation to make
possible a life-fulfilling, environmentally friendly
society, conducive to the vibrant generation of con-
textualized knowledge.
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Fig. 15.   Ubiquitous SOA.


